The book was found

The Crystal Bible 2
This updated edition of The Crystal Bible features information on 200 additional healing stones, and
describes how crystals can be used to heal as well as their other valuable properties.
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**Customer Reviews**

This new 400 page book from 2009 covers over 200 additional healing stones, including recently
revealed Greenland stones. It begins with a 4-page alphabetical listing of stones by name and their
Corresponding page number. There are introductory pages on crystal vibrations, crystal history,
crystal structure, crystal protection, and the Greenland stones in pages 10 through 33, one of which
is Nuummite. (I have a piece wrapped in silver and paired with topaz. My friend Jay, who wraps my
stones for me, said the Nuummite kind of wrapped itself in her hands, and it did a beautiful job.
Interestingly, it wrapped itself in a beautiful Victorian setting, something Jay has never done before.
"Coincidentally," Nuummite is said to be one of the oldest materials on Earth.) The crystal directory
begins on page 35. Beautiful good-quality colored pictures of the stones, many shown in both raw
and tumbled/polished form (which look very different), as well as some in crystal form: Botswana,
Crackled Fire Agate, Alexandrite, Astrophyllite, Cacoxenite, Golden Danburite, Eudialyte, etc. And
there are many I have never heard of before: Agrellite, Blood of Isis, Calligraphy Stone, Datolite,
Fulgarite, Kakortokite, to name a few. An example is a 2 page spread on Merlinite, shown as both a
shaped raw piece and a polished cabochon.
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